SDET – Management and Security Division (Location: Haifa)

The Management & Security Division is involved in developing a cloud service which provides client management solutions for IT departments in enterprises. The Protection Services team in Israel is building the next generation, cloud based management service for enterprises and a suite of products around client & servers protection for enterprise and consumers clients. In addition, the group is building a brand new product around mobile devices protection and management, for enterprise clients.

Responsibilities include mainly software design and implementation for challenging and testing the products. You will be working with development, program management and test team members to contribute and shape the design of the products, owning feature or set of features and gain a broad knowledge of the product and become a subject-matter expert of it within the product and many of its dependencies.

We are looking for individuals with strong technical, innovative and development skills that are self-driven and can balance creativity and drive for results with customer focus, team-work and the ability to quickly understand and pick up new technologies & applications.

If you like technical challenges, interested in the development of a sophisticated system that involves variety of mobile devices and cloud development, this can be a great opportunity for you.

Qualifications:

• BSC or MSC in Software Eng. or Computer Eng.

• Experience around software engineering and code - C/C++/C# experience preferred

• 1-4 years of programming experience

• Strong Dev coding, Debugging and problem analysis skills & Design capabilities

• High potential to grow and evolve

• Attention to details and passion for quality

• Independent in his tasks

Send your resume and grade sheet:

ildcjobs@microsoft.com